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Summary:
The accused, who was a member of the Refugee Protection Division of the Immigration

and Refugee Board, was responsible for deciding refugee claims. He was convicted of a breach
of trust in connection with his office (Criminal Code, s. 122), by suggesting to a refugee claimant
that he would approve her application if she engaged in intimate relations with him. He was
sentenced  to  18  months'  imprisonment.  He  appealed  the  conviction.  He  also  appealed  the
sentence, arguing that a conditional sentence was appropriate. 

The Ontario Court of Appeal dismissed the conviction appeal. The court, Laskin, J.A.,
dissenting, also dismissed the sentence appeal, holding that the trial judge did not err in imposing
a  term  of  imprisonment.  Laskin,  J.A.,  opined  that  a  conditional  sentence  on  strict  terms,
including house arrest, would have been fit in the circumstances. 

Criminal Law - Topic 57
Protection against self-incrimination - Unfavourable inference from accused's failure to
testify - An Immigration and Refugee Board member (the accused) was convicted of a
breach of  trust  in connection with his  office for  suggesting that  he would approve a
refugee claimant's application if she engaged in intimate relations with him - The meeting
was video and audio-taped - He appealed the conviction, arguing that the verdict was
unreasonable  because  his  conduct  was  consistent  with  wanting  to  get  to  know  the
complainant better and not having formed an intention to propose a sexual relationship -
The Ontario Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal - The court stated that in considering
the reasonableness of the verdict, it was entitled to treat the accused's failure to testify as
an inability to provide an innocent explanation for his conduct - See paragraph 51.

Criminal Law - Topic 5720.4
Punishments (sentence) - Conditional sentence - When available or appropriate - [See
Criminal Law - Topic 5952].

Criminal Law - Topic 4865
Appeals - Indictable offences - Grounds of appeal - Verdict unreasonable or unsupported
by the evidence - [See Criminal Law - Topic 4866]. 

Criminal Law - Topic 4866 
Appeals - Indictable offences - Grounds of appeal - Misapprehension of evidence - An
Immigration and Refugee Board member (the accused) was convicted of a breach of trust
in connection with his office (Criminal Code, s. 122) - The trial judge found that the



accused met privately with a 25 year old South Korean refugee claimant, and, while not
directly saying so, suggested that he would approve her application if she engaged in
intimate relations with him - The meeting was video and audio-taped - He appealed the
conviction, arguing that the trial judge misapprehended the evidence and that the verdict
was unreasonable - The Ontario Court of Appeal dismissed the sentence appeal - There
was  no  misapprehension  of  the  evidence  -  The  verdict  was  not  unreasonable  -  See
paragraphs 27 to 52. 

Criminal Law - Topic 5020
Appeals  -  Indictable  offences  -  Setting  aside  verdicts  -  Verdict  unreasonable  or
unsupported by evidence - [See Criminal Law - Topic 4866]. 

Criminal Law - Topic 5314 
Evidence and witnesses - Inferences - From silence of accused or failure to explain - [See
Criminal Law - Topic 57].

Criminal Law - Topic 5831.1
Sentencing - Considerations on imposing sentence - Offences involving breach of trust -
[See Criminal Law - Topic 5952].

Criminal Law - Topic 5834.7
Sentencing -  Considerations on imposing sentence -  Mental  illness or  disorder  -  The
Ontario Court of Appeal stated that "There is no doubt that an offender's mental illness is
a factor to be taken into account in sentencing. Where mental illness plays a role in the
commission of the offence, the offender's culpability may be diminished, punishment and
deterrence  may be  ineffective  or  unnecessary  and treatment  and  rehabilitation  of  the
offender may be paramount considerations" - See paragraph 117. 

Criminal Law - Topic 5834.7
Sentencing -  Considerations on imposing sentence -  Mental  illness or  disorder  -  The
accused,  a  member  of  the  Immigration  and  Refugee  Board,  tried  to  obtain  a  sexual
relationship  with  a  refugee  claimant  in  return  for  a  favourable  decision  -  He  was
convicted of a breach of trust - The court rejected a conditional sentence and imposed 18
months' imprisonment - The accused appealed, claiming that the trial judge erred in her
consideration of the effect on sentence of his bipolar disorder - The Ontario Court of
Appeal dismissed the appeal - The sentence was fit and the trial judge made no error
warranting appellate intervention - The trial judge took a balanced, insightful and fair
approach to the accused's mental illness - She found it mitigated the sentence that he
would otherwise receive, but that it did not result in such a reduced culpability to displace
the need for a denunciatory and deterrent sentence - This balanced approach was entirely
within her domain - In applying that approach, she understood the evidence and gave
appropriate consideration to the relevant sentencing principles - See paragraphs 100 to
128.

Criminal Law - Topic 5834.7
Sentencing - Considerations on imposing sentence - Mental illness or disorder -  [See



Criminal Law - Topic 5952].

Criminal Law - Topic 5849.1
Sentencing - Considerations on imposing sentence - Position of public trust of accused -
[See Criminal Law - Topic 5952].

Criminal Law - Topic 5941
Sentence - Criminal breach of trust - [See Criminal Law - Topic 5952].

Criminal Law - Topic 5952 
Sentence - Breach of trust by public officer - The accused, a member of the Immigration
and Refugee Board, tried to obtain a sexual relationship with a refugee claimant in return
for a favourable decision - He was convicted of a breach of trust in connection with his
office - The accused was 47 years old - Married with two children - Had been a lawyer
and city councillor - Suffered from bipolar disorder - Had an unblemished career and
good work record -  Apologetic -  Abused quasi-judicial  position -  Power imbalance -
Knew his conduct was wrong - The act was not impulsive, having been planned - The
trial judge rejected a conditional sentence and imposed 18 months' imprisonment - The
accused  appealed,  arguing  that  the  principles  of  denunciation  and  deterrence  were
attenuated  when  the  offender  had  a  mental  illness  -  He  claimed that  the  trial  judge
minimized the extent  of  his  bipolar  disorder  and erred in  principle  in  relying almost
exclusively on denunciation and deterrrence and giving insufficient weight to the need for
treatment and rehabilitation - The Ontario Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal - See
paragraphs 56 to 129. 
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This appeal was heard on July 17, 2013, before Laskin, Gillese and Strathy, JJ.A., of the
Ontario Court of Appeal. The decision of the court was released on December 9, 2013, including
the following opinions:

Strathy, J.A. (Gillese, J.A., concurring) - see paragraphs 1 to 129;
Lakskin, J.A., dissenting in part - see paragraphs 130 to 202.

Appeal dismissed.

Editor: Elizabeth M.A. Turgeon

Criminal Law - Topic 5720.4
Punishments (sentence) -  Conditional sentence - When available or appropriate - The
accused,  a  member  of  the  Immigration  and  Refugee  Board,  tried  to  obtain  a  sexual



relationship  with  a  refugee  claimant  in  return  for  a  favourable  decision  -  He  was
convicted of a breach of trust in connection with his office - The accused was 47 years
old - Married with two children - Had been a lawyer and city councillor - Suffered from
bipolar  disorder  -  Had  an  unblemished  career  and  good  work  record  -  Apologetic  -
Abused quasi-judicial position - Power imbalance - Knew his conduct was wrong - The
act  was  not  impulsive,  having  been  planned  -  The  trial  judge  rejected  a  conditional
sentence and imposed 18 months' imprisonment - The accused appealed, arguing that the
principles of denunciation and deterrence were attenuated when the offender had a mental
illness - He claimed that the trial judge minimized the extent of his bipolar disorder and
erred  in  principle  in  relying  almost  exclusively  on  denunciation  and  deterrrence  and
giving insufficient weight to the need for treatment and rehabilitation - The Ontario Court
of Appeal dismissed the appeal - See paragraphs 56 to 129.

Criminal Law - Topic 4865
Appeals - Indictable offences - Grounds of appeal - Verdict unreasonable or unsupported
by  the  evidence  -  An  Immigration  and  Refugee  Board  member  (the  accused)  was
convicted of a breach of trust in connection with his office (Criminal Code, s. 122) - The
trial judge found that the accused met privately with a 25 year old South Korean refugee
claimant,  and,  while  not  directly  saying  so,  suggested  that  he  would  approve  her
application if she engaged in intimate relations with him - The meeting was video and
audio-taped - He appealed the conviction, arguing that the trial judge misapprehended the
evidence and that the verdict was unreasonable - The Ontario Court of Appeal dismissed
the sentence appeal - There was no misapprehension of the evidence - The verdict was
not unreasonable - See paragraphs 27 to 52.

Criminal Law - Topic 5020
Appeals  -  Indictable  offences  -  Setting  aside  verdicts  -  Verdict  unreasonable  or
unsupported by evidence - An Immigration and Refugee Board member (the accused)
was convicted of a breach of trust in connection with his office (Criminal Code, s. 122) -
The trial judge found that the accused met privately with a 25 year old South Korean
refugee claimant, and, while not directly saying so, suggested that he would approve her
application if she engaged in intimate relations with him - The meeting was video and
audio-taped - He appealed the conviction, arguing that the trial judge misapprehended the
evidence and that the verdict was unreasonable - The Ontario Court of Appeal dismissed
the sentence appeal - There was no misapprehension of the evidence - The verdict was
not unreasonable - See paragraphs 27 to 52.

Criminal Law - Topic 5314 
Evidence and witnesses - Inferences - From silence of accused or failure to explain - An
Immigration and Refugee Board member (the accused) was convicted of a breach of trust
in connection with his office for suggesting that he would approve a refugee claimant's
application if she engaged in intimate relations with him - The meeting was video and
audio-taped -  He appealed  the  conviction,  arguing  that  the  verdict  was  unreasonable
because his conduct was consistent with wanting to get to know the complainant better
and not having formed an intention to propose a sexual relationship - The Ontario Court
of Appeal dismissed the appeal - The court stated that in considering the reasonableness



of the verdict, it was entitled to treat the accused's failure to testify as an inability to
provide an innocent explanation for his conduct - See paragraph 51.

Criminal Law - Topic 5831.1
Sentencing - Considerations on imposing sentence - Offences involving breach of trust -
The accused, a member of the Immigration and Refugee Board, tried to obtain a sexual
relationship  with  a  refugee  claimant  in  return  for  a  favourable  decision  -  He  was
convicted of a breach of trust in connection with his office - The accused was 47 years
old - Married with two children - Had been a lawyer and city councillor - Suffered from
bipolar  disorder  -  Had  an  unblemished  career  and  good  work  record  -  Apologetic  -
Abused quasi-judicial position - Power imbalance - Knew his conduct was wrong - The
act  was  not  impulsive,  having  been  planned  -  The  trial  judge  rejected  a  conditional
sentence and imposed 18 months' imprisonment - The accused appealed, arguing that the
principles of denunciation and deterrence were attenuated when the offender had a mental
illness - He claimed that the trial judge minimized the extent of his bipolar disorder and
erred  in  principle  in  relying  almost  exclusively  on  denunciation  and  deterrrence  and
giving insufficient weight to the need for treatment and rehabilitation - The Ontario Court
of Appeal dismissed the appeal - See paragraphs 56 to 129.

Criminal Law - Topic 5834.7
Sentencing -  Considerations on imposing sentence -  Mental  illness or  disorder  -  The
accused,  a  member  of  the  Immigration  and  Refugee  Board,  tried  to  obtain  a  sexual
relationship  with  a  refugee  claimant  in  return  for  a  favourable  decision  -  He  was
convicted of a breach of trust in connection with his office - The accused was 47 years
old - Married with two children - Had been a lawyer and city councillor - Suffered from
bipolar  disorder  -  Had  an  unblemished  career  and  good  work  record  -  Apologetic  -
Abused quasi-judicial position - Power imbalance - Knew his conduct was wrong - The
act  was  not  impulsive,  having  been  planned  -  The  trial  judge  rejected  a  conditional
sentence and imposed 18 months' imprisonment - The accused appealed, arguing that the
principles of denunciation and deterrence were attenuated when the offender had a mental
illness - He claimed that the trial judge minimized the extent of his bipolar disorder and
erred  in  principle  in  relying  almost  exclusively  on  denunciation  and  deterrrence  and
giving insufficient weight to the need for treatment and rehabilitation - The Ontario Court
of Appeal dismissed the appeal - See paragraphs 56 to 129.

Criminal Law - Topic 5849.1
Sentencing - Considerations on imposing sentence - Position of public trust of accused -
The accused, a member of the Immigration and Refugee Board, tried to obtain a sexual
relationship  with  a  refugee  claimant  in  return  for  a  favourable  decision  -  He  was
convicted of a breach of trust in connection with his office - The accused was 47 years
old - Married with two children - Had been a lawyer and city councillor - Suffered from
bipolar  disorder  -  Had  an  unblemished  career  and  good  work  record  -  Apologetic  -
Abused quasi-judicial position - Power imbalance - Knew his conduct was wrong - The
act  was  not  impulsive,  having  been  planned  -  The  trial  judge  rejected  a  conditional
sentence and imposed 18 months' imprisonment - The accused appealed, arguing that the
principles of denunciation and deterrence were attenuated when the offender had a mental



illness - He claimed that the trial judge minimized the extent of his bipolar disorder and
erred  in  principle  in  relying  almost  exclusively  on  denunciation  and  deterrrence  and
giving insufficient weight to the need for treatment and rehabilitation - The Ontario Court
of Appeal dismissed the appeal - See paragraphs 56 to 129.

Criminal Law - Topic 5941
Sentence - Criminal breach of trust - The accused, a member of the Immigration and
Refugee Board, tried to obtain a sexual relationship with a refugee claimant in return for
a favourable decision - He was convicted of a breach of trust in connection with his office
- The accused was 47 years old - Married with two children - Had been a lawyer and city
councillor - Suffered from bipolar disorder - Had an unblemished career and good work
record  -  Apologetic  -  Abused  quasi-judicial  position  -  Power  imbalance  -  Knew his
conduct was wrong - The act was not impulsive, having been planned - The trial judge
rejected a conditional  sentence and imposed 18 months'  imprisonment -  The accused
appealed,  arguing  that  the  principles  of  denunciation  and  deterrence  were  attenuated
when the offender had a mental illness - He claimed that the trial judge minimized the
extent  of  his  bipolar  disorder  and erred in principle in relying almost  exclusively on
denunciation and deterrrence and giving insufficient weight to the need for treatment and
rehabilitation - The Ontario Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal - See paragraphs 56 to
129.


